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ABSTRACT: The influence of shear on viscoelastic polymer-clay solutions was investigated by means
of small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) under shear. SANS was used to measure the shear-induced
orientation of polymer and platelets. With increasing shear rate an anisotropic scattering pattern
developed. At higher shear rates, the scattering anisotropy increased due to the enhanced orientation of
the clay platelets in the shear field. The clay platelets aligned by the flow in an unusual direction, with
the surface normal parallel to the vorticity direction. SANS on regular samples (contrast between D2O
and solution components) measured the shear-induced orientation of polymer and platelets. However,
with contrast matching the orientation of the polymer alone could be detected. With increasing shear
rate, clay particles oriented first (SANS on regular samples) and then polymer chains started to stretch
(SANS on contrast matched samples). Cessation of shear led to fast recovery, demonstrating the system
to be highly elastic.

Introduction

In recent years, organic-inorganic nanocomposite
materials, which frequently exhibit synergistic behavior
and hybrid properties derived from several components,
have attracted the interest of a number of researchers.
Nanocomposite polymeric materials in bulk1-6 and in
solutions7-10 offer unique mechanical, electrical, optical,
and thermal properties. Such property enhancements
are induced not only by the physical presence of the
filler but also by the interaction of the polymer with the
filler and the state of dispersion. Most reinforcing agents
such as fibers and fillers are large and scatter light, thus
reducing light transmittance. Efficient particle disper-
sion combined with good interfacial adhesion is achieved
in aqueous polymer-clay solutions. This property is
maintained in the bulk material, which is the main
reason for transparency. From a practical viewpoint,
this allows the exciting possibility of developing strong
yet transparent films, coatings, and membranes from a
polymer-clay solution. Additionally, the large aspect
ratio of clay platelets may lead to a supramolecular
organization similar to other mesoscopic systems such
as liquid crystalline polymers, surfactants, or block
copolymers. Shear-induced structural changes in fluids
containing anisotropic species are a very general prob-
lem encountered in polymer solutions,11,12 liquid crystal-
line materials,11,13-15 block copolymer melts,16-19 and
platelike clay solutions.10,20-24 A large body of literature
exists on the flow behavior of clay solutions as well as
polymer solutions. However, little is known about the
influence of shear on viscoelastic clay-polymer solu-
tions.25,26

Previous investigations on pure clay solutions pro-
posed many structural models to explain the mesoscopic
properties and shear behavior of aqueous clay solutions.
Gelation effects have been described by van Olphen by

an electrostatic attraction between the positively charged
edges and negatively charged faces of the platelets,
which resulted in a linked structure similar to a house
of cards.27,28 Monte Carlo simulations suggested that
such a house of cards is indeed possible.29,30 Direct
inspection of the gel phase by cryofracture, TEM, and
SAXS showed correlated but well-separated particle
populations. TEM indicated that clay particles are
isolated and so far apart that they hardly ever touch.21,31

An alternative structure suggested by Norrish et al.
explained the gel formation by a long-range electrostatic
repulsion between interacting double layers.32

Rheological studies by Rand and Melton on gels
formed by Kaolinite dispersions were interpreted in
terms of edge-face, edge-edge, and face-face ag-
gregated structures.9,33 In contrast, for montmorillonite
solutions Rand et al. found no evidence for edge-face
interactions from rheological measurements.34 Laponite
is similar to montmorillonite, a three-layer hectorite
type clay with magnesium ions in between the two
silicate layers. However, the smaller diameter of Lapo-
nite results in a smaller aspect ratio (30:1) than for
montmorillonite (100:1). Under appropriate conditions
Laponite and montmorillonite platelets may completely
exfoliate in aqueous solutions. Saunders et al.,35 Gabriel
et al.,36 Mourchild et al.,37 and Ramsay et al.10 found
evidence for aligned, ordered structures in Laponite gels
from birefringence and X-ray studies. These studies
were done on quiescent samples. The textures of these
birefringent clay samples as observed with polarizing
microscopy are typical of a liquid crystalline nematic
phase. These results were interpreted in terms of re-
pulsive electrostatic interactions. According to Mourchild
et al., Laponite particles at the sol-gel transition
interact and are not totally free to move separately.21,31

One possible way to minimize the total Gibbs energy is
to align neighboring particles in order to save free
volume and reduce their excluded-volume interactions.

One more structure proposed for Laponite suspen-
sions is the fractal network. Several groups have
interpreted their light- and X-ray scattering experi-
ments in terms of fractal dimension. Very often rheo-
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logical properties of Laponite suspensions have been
related to the fractal structure measured by light
scattering.37-39 Recent studies by Bonn et al.40 have
concluded that the fractality of pure Laponite solutions
is dependent on the specific way the suspension was
prepared. According to these authors, the fractal struc-
ture is an artifact, which is most probably due to an
incomplete dissolution of clustered particles. A complete
dispersion of Laponite particles in solution showed
characteristics of a colloidal glass.40

Bihannic and co-workers described a direct visualiza-
tion of montmorillonite gels by X-ray microscopy.41 They
observed an unexpected superstucture and long-range
organization over distances at least 2 orders of magni-
tude larger than the dimensions of individual montmo-
rillonite platelets.

SANS scattering studies on pure Laponite as well as
montmorillonite solutions under static and shear condi-
tions have been reported by Ramsay and Lindner.24

They observed strong anisotropic SANS scattering for
montmorillonite but not for Laponite solutions under
shear. We will refer to this earlier work in the present
paper and highlight differences between Laponite and
montmorillonite.

Our previous work described a rheological and SANS
study and the steady-state behavior of one representa-
tive solution of synthetic Laponite and poly(ethylene
oxide).25,26 The polymer chains were found to be in
dynamic adsorption/desorption equilibrium with the
clay particles to form a “dynamic network”.26 The elastic
behavior of the network was characterized by constant
stress, oscillatory shear, and stress relaxation experi-
ments. Measurements under steady flow characterized
the transient behavior of the network. With increasing
steady shear rate a pronounced minimum in birefrin-
gence was observed, showing that clay platelets orient
first, and at a critical shear rate, polymer chains start
to stretch. The shear rate dependent viscosity showed
near power law behavior and no corresponding critical
feature. While birefringence detects orientational effects
on a microscopic length scale, rheology averages over
macroscopic changes in the sample. In-situ shear-SANS
measurements corroborate the shear-induced orienta-
tion of the polymer chains and platelets.25,26

The objective of this contribution is to use SANS to
investigate the synergistic behavior of viscoelastic poly-
mer-clay solutions for several different concentrations
and to provide additional evidence to support the model
elucidated from a previous study.25

Experimental Section50

In the following, we study solutions of the synthetic hectorite
type clay, Laponite LRD (Laporte Industries Ltd.), and poly-
(ethylene oxide) (PEO) (Mw ) 106 g/mol, molecular weight
distribution ca. 1.5). The results reported are for highly
viscoelastic solutions containing mass fractions of 3% LRD and
1-5% PEO at ambient temperature (Table 1). The clay

produces transparent dispersions of disk-shaped particles ca.
300 Å in diameter and ca. 10 Å thick.39,42 A pH of 10 and ionic
strength of the solutions were controlled by the addition of
NaOH and 10-3 mol/L NaCl, respectively.39,42

SANS utilized the 30 m SANS instrument on NG7 Center
for Neutron Research at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology.43 The shear cell as used for solutions is a
Couette geometry, which has been described previously.44,45

The cell has an i.d. of 60 mm and a gap of 1 mm, giving a
total path length of 2 mm through the sample. In the standard
configuration, referred to as the “radial beam” geometry, the
incident beam is parallel to the shear gradient. In a second
configuration, referred to as the “tangential beam” geometry,
the incident beam is parallel to the flow direction. Sample-to-
detector distances of 11.25 and 1.75 m and an incident
wavelength, λ, of 9 Å were used to give q ranges (q ) 4π/λ
sin(θ)/2) of 0.0027 Å-1

< q < 0.0281 Å-1 and 0.0137 Å-1
< q <

0.1421 Å-1. The primary contrast in the SANS experiment is
between D2O and the other solution components (clay, PEO,
salts); thus, SANS experiments can detect the overall orienta-
tion of the solution components under shear. We will refer to
these samples as “samples in D2O”. Samples in which the
solvent is contrast matched to the clay are used to detect the
orientation of the polymer chains. SANS contrast variation
experiments on LRD2 and LRD4 were performed on 3%
Laponite solutions in a range of D2O/H2O mixtures at room
temperature. The zero scattering point was found to be at 69.8
wt % D2O.

Results

“Samples in D2O”. SANS results (raw data) obtained
from LRD2 in the “radial” and “tangential” beam
configurations are summarized in Figure 1. Both beam
configurations show an anisotropic scattering pattern
parallel to the vorticity axis. The apparent scattering
is lower in the tangential beam due to the distribution
of platelets caused by the curvature of the shear cell in
the tangential scattering geometry. The same behavior
is observed for several concentrations (Table 1); how-
ever, LRD2 is the sample with most distinct features.

Figure 2 summarizes data as obtained from LRD2,
LRD3, and LRD4 samples in the radial beam configu-
ration. SANS intensity vs q and vs shear rate is
averaged from 10° sectors parallel to flow and perpen-
dicular to flow (parallel to the vorticity axis). For the
same LRD but different PEO concentrations (Table 1)
a maximum at roughly qmax ≈ 0.008 Å-1 corresponds to
d ) 2π/qmax ≈ 800 Å (Figure 2) which is observed at
rest. With increasing shear rate the maximum observed

Table 1. Composition of Samplesa

sample PEO % mass fraction LRD % mass fraction

PEO 3 0
LRD 0 3
LRD1 1 3
LRD2 2 3
LRD3 3 3
LRD4 4 3
LRD5 5 3
a Relative mass error: <1%.

Figure 1. SANS patterns from LRD2 in the (a) radial
geometry and (b) tangential geometry at a shear rate of 90
s-1. The apparent anisotropy is lower in tangential beam due
to the distribution of platelets caused by the curvature of the
shear cell in the tangential scattering geometry. (a) and (b)
do not have the same scaling.

4726 Schmidt et al. Macromolecules, Vol. 35, No. 12, 2002



with the sample at rest broadens, and we observe the
onset of anisotropy in the scattering pattern with a
systematic increase of the intensity in the vorticity
direction. Intensity increases perpendicular to flow in
a q range ≈0.005 Å-1 and decreases parallel to flow in
a q range around 0.015 Å-1

< q < 0.1 Å-1. In the high
q range we note that I(q) scales with q-2. With the
samples at rest and increasing PEO concentration the
linear region I(q) scales with q-2.3 for LRD2, q-2.2 for
LRD3, q-2.1 for LRD4, and q-1.8 for LRD5 (Figures 2
and 3). Figure 3 shows I vs q from two representative
samples in a larger q range. The lack of higher order
peaks is observed in SANS as well as SAXS up to q )

0.7 Å-1.
Depending on pH and salt concentration, LRD1

samples (not shown here) become turbid at low shear
rates and turn back to clear upon cessation of shear.
At shear rates >10 s-1 we observe slip at the wall-
sample interfaces. At these shear rates (>10 s-1) an
aqueous thin film is built between the shear cell walls

Figure 3. Circularly averaged I(q) vs q plots for LRD2 and
LRD5 samples in D2O under quiescent conditions.

Figure 2. LRD2, LRD3, and LRD4 samples in D2O: SANS intensities under static conditions (full squares) in the radial
configuration and averaged in 10° sectors parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction.

Macromolecules, Vol. 35, No. 12, 2002 Polymer-Clay Solutions 4727



and the sample due to shear-induced phase separation.
SANS anisotropy was observed at shear rates of 150 s-1;
however, no quantitative data could be obtained due to
possible wall slip effects. This effect could be detected
when impurity particles in the sample did not move
compared to a mark on the quartz cell.

“Contrast Matched Samples”. SANS as obtained
from samples in D2O and contrast matched samples are
shown in Figure 4. Both LRD2 samples show similar
scattering patterns under shear (Figures 4) except for
the difference in shear rates. Intensity is increased
perpendicular to flow and decreases parallel to flow.
Comparing both sets of data in Figure 4 leads us to the
observation that anisotropy starts at around 5 s-1, with
samples in D2O and around 30 s-1 with contrast
matched samples.

A Guinier analysis of the quiescent LRD2 contrast
matched sample yields an apparent “Rg” of PEO chains
on the order of 400 Å (Figure 5a). With increasing shear
rate a linear region developed, and the scattering func-
tion was characterized by an asymptotic behavior I(q)
∝ q-5/3 at low q and I(q) ∝ q-1 at high q (Figure 5b,c).
LRD4 however did not show any linear regime, but a
shoulder at a qmax ≈ 0.01 Å-1 and anisotropy developed
only at high shear rates and in a certain q range.

“Reference Samples”. Reference samples such as
pure LRD or PEO solutions (Table 1) did not develop
any kind of anisotropy with shear rate (Figure 6a,b). A
LRD solution containing 3% of clay showed a slight
change in slope with increasing shear rate and no
distinct maximum as observed at higher concentration.
A 3% solution of PEO showed no maximum either and
was characterized by I(q) ∝ q-2 in the low q range.

Discussion

Our current understanding of the previous rheology26

and the present SANS results is that the polymer chains
are in a dynamic adsorption/desorption equilibrium with
the clay particles to form a network25,26 (Figure 7). A
3% reference clay solution is highly viscous, and the vial
can be inverted without the solution flowing under the
influence of gravity. A 3% reference polymer solution
(PEO: 106 g/mol) is above the overlap concentration. All
polymer-clay solutions (Table 1) consist of a network
between randomly oriented clay platelets and PEO

chains with the polymer chains as dynamic cross-links
between the platelets.26 Results obtained from the
polymer-clay solutions in the “radial” and “tangential”
beam configurations indicate that flow is sufficient to
induce orientation of the polymer-clay network. SANS
patterns from both configurations (Figure 1) indicate
the shear flow results in an unusual alignment of clay
platelets: the platelets are oriented in the flow direction
with the surface normal in the vorticity direction (Figure
8).25

SANS results obtained from LRD2, LRD3, and LRD4
samples in D2O are shown in Figure 2. With the sample
at rest a maximum in scattering intensity was observed
which broadens at low shear rates. The maximum at
qmax ≈ 0.008 Å-1 corresponds to an average spacing
between platelets d ) 2π/qmax ≈ 800 Å (Figure 7a). On
the basis of previous SANS measurements in the
absence of polymer, such maxima have been observed
before and have been attributed to the development of
strong interactions between particles which have paral-
lel orientation with respect to each other.24 Our polymer-
clay solutions contain particles which are screened from
each other by polymer. Recent work of Saunders et al.35

on unoriented pure Laponite gels under similar condi-
tions showed a structure factor maximum at 0.014 Å-1

(4% clay) and 0.02 Å-1 (6% clay). Compared to our
results, the interparticle distance observed in this study
is consistent with their results. With all our samples
having the same Laponite (LRD) concentration it is
obvious that in a q region sensitive to the dimension of
clay platelets qmax does not change much. The peak
position in the quiescent scattering patterns (Figure 2)
is an indication of an average spacing between platelets
(≈800 Å). At low shear rates the peak broadens for
LRD2, LRD3, and LRD4 due to nonuniform interparticle
spacing (Figure 7a,b) and the low-q intensity increases.
At this point polymer chains are more or less isotropic.
The model described in Figure 7 suggests that the
polymer chains are tethered to the clay particles but
does not imply that the chain ends preferentially adsorb
to the clay surface. In the high q range we note that
I(q) scales with q-2, characteristic of the scattering from
randomly oriented disks. A power law decay of q-2 was
also observed by Ramsay and Lindner for pure Laponite
and montmorillonite solutions which comes from the

Figure 4. Radial beam configuration: two-dimensional SANS profiles obtained from LRD2 samples in D2O (first series, same
scaling) and LRD2 contrast matched samples (second series, same scaling).
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form factor for thin disks.24 A deviation from q-2 is
observed in the low q range (Figure 2). This deviation
is due to the orientation of clay platelets under shear.
At low shear rates clay platelets are agile and may
tumble or rotate inside the polymer-clay network,
which leads to a broadening of the intensity along the
azimuthal trace (Figure 4). At higher shear rates
polymer chains start to stretch and restrict the mobility
of the platelets (Figure 7d). Excess PEO as in LRD4 also
restricts the mobility of the platelets, leading to easier
orientation (Figure 2). On cessation of shear, the stress
on the network decays almost immediately, and the
recovery of the structure is controlled by the relaxation
of the elastic properties of the stretched chains. As the
chains retract, the coupling of the polymer to the clay
allows the platelets to randomize in orientation under
the local viscous environment. The recovery from the
SANS anisotropy and from flow birefringence26 is much
faster than expected from simple Brownian motion of
only the clay particles in a medium of the same viscosity

as the polymer-clay solution exhibited macroscopically
and is indicative of the dynamic coupling of the polymer
chains to the clay. Attempting similar experiments with
a different molecular weight PEO (104 g/mol, molecular
weight distribution < 1.5) does not show anisotropy in
SANS or strong flow birefringence. We presume that
at given concentrations low molecular weight PEO is
not sufficient to build up a strong network.

With constant LRD and increasing PEO concentration
the linear region of I(q) scales with q-2.3 for LRD2, q-2.2

for LRD3, q-2.1 for LRD4, and q-1.8 for LRD5 with the
sample at rest (Figures 2 and 3). The scaling factor x in
qx is PEO dependent. A small-angle neutron scattering
study by Lal and Auvray described the adsorption of
polymer chains to clay platelets at low polymer and clay
concentrations.46,47 For low concentrations they have
been able to separate the SANS contributions from bulk
and adsorbed polymer chains using contrast varia-
tion.46,47 In our case neither regular samples nor con-
trast matched samples can distinguish between the

Figure 5. LRD2 (left) and LRD4 (right) contrast matched samples.
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SANS intensity contribution of network active PEO,
adsorbed PEO, or excess PEO at used concentrations
(Table 1).

PEO concentration dependence is showing that the
polymer is able to keep clay platelets apart at a specified
correlation length and at the same interparticle spacing.
Figure 3 shows the influence of PEO on LRD2 and
LRD5 in a large q range. The insert in Figure 3 is to
demonstrate the SANS intensities up to q ) 0.7 Å-1

before incoherent scattering correction. The information
we obtain from these data is that the clay is completely
exfoliated because no peaks are detected in the high q
region. SANS in the linear q region seems to be more
sensitive to the PEO concentration. Additional SAXS
experiments on LRD2 and LRD5 show no significant
difference in slopes and therefore no PEO dependence
of scattering intensity. SAXS is a scattering method,
which is more sensitive to the clay concentration.

Contrast matched LRD2 samples show interesting
behavior at rest and under shear (Figures 4, 5). Com-
paring the data from contrast matched samples, where
only the PEO is visible, with the “samples in D2O”,
where both clay and polymer are visible, leads us to the
observation that the clay begins to align first, at around
5 s-1. The PEO does not start aligning until critical
shear rates above 30 s-1 (Figures 4, 7c). Since the clay
platelets are connected to PEO chains, the lack of
internal flexibility of the rigid clay particles and the
connection to other plates makes them much easier to
align than the flexible polymer chains. At high shear
rates both, platelets are oriented and polymer chains
are stretched (Figure 7d).

A Guinier analysis of the quiescent contrast matched
LRD2 sample (Figure 5a) yields an apparent “Rg” on
the order of 400 Å. We presume that the polymer chains
are entangeled through the volume and that we will not
detect the “Rg” of one single polymer chain. One pos-
sibility is that the apparent “Rg” observed here repre-
sents the dimension of PEO clustered around a platelet
particle that builds up the network (platelet diameter
is ca. 300 Å). In this case PEO is not distributed
homogeneously in the sample, but we observe density
fluctuations. An alternate interpretation is that the
scattering is due to “holes” in the polymer/solvent matrix
where the “holes” are PEO poor (possibly clay rich)
regions. In this case the PEO would be homogeneously
entangled through the whole volume.

With increasing shear rate a linear region develops
(Figure 5b,c) with LRD2, and the scattering function is
characterized by an asymptotic behavior I(q) ∝ q-5/3 at
low q and I(q) ∝ q-1 at high q. The -5/3 exponent
corresponds to a perturbed coil with excluded volume,
in our case a perturbed soft PEO shell. The -1 exponent
at high q is characteristic of scattering from a rigid rod,
and its presence in this q range indicates a relatively
large effective persistence length (fairly “stiff” chains).

LRD4 contrast matched samples show quite different
behavior due to the higher PEO concentration. At rest
we observe a shoulder which may be correlated with
“holes” in the polymer/solvent matrix where the “holes”
are PEO poor (clay rich) regions. The polymer network
contains PEO chains connected to the clay and excess
PEO chains, which act as a shear thickener. SANS on
contrast matched samples cannot distinguish between
these two PEO components but gives an “average”
intensity. Therefore, SANS intensity perpendicular and
parallel to the flow direction is not that different and
only weak anisotropy is observed.

Scattering from a 3% reference sample of PEO, at the
same pH and salt concentration as LRD3, is given in
Figure 6. Comparison with Figure 5a shows the dra-
matic conformational change in PEO caused by the
presence of clay. The PEO reference sample exhibited
no anisotropic scattering at shear rates up to 100 s -1

(Figure 6), indicating that the applied shear rate is not
high enough to overcome randomizing effects caused by
the first normal mode of single chain relaxation (char-
acteristic time τ1) when the clay is absent. Preliminary
dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments on a dilute
solution of PEO (0.1%, Mw ) 106 g/mol) in pure D2O
result in “Rg” around 1240 Å. DLS on a dilute solution
of PEO in D2O at the same pH and salt concentration
as LRD2 show “Rg” around 1034 Å.48 Literature values
for the unperturbed “Rg” of linear PEO chains at Mw )

106 g/mol in water are around 888 Å.49

The orientational alignment of the platelets is a
competition between (i) flow alignment and (ii) orien-
tational and configurational relaxation. Flow alignment
is induced by orientation of platelets and stretching
of polymer chains under shear. Orientational and con-
figurational relaxation are caused by a randomization
through adsorption/desorption processes at clay sur-
faces. Increasing adsorption times of the polymer at-
tached to the clay drive the equilibrium toward (i) while
desorption favors (ii).

Using arguments similar to Ramsay24 as well as
Hayter and Penfold,15 these competing effects can be
characterized by Γx ) gτx with g being the shear rate
and τ the relaxation time (τ0 for the adsorption/desorp-

Figure 6. Circularly averaged I(q) vs q for (a) the pure
Laponite solution (3%) and (b) the pure PEO solution (3%) at
rest and under shear.
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tion process, i.e., the attachment time). Full alignment
will occur when Γ . 1. SANS on regular samples as well
as birefringence show the clay alignment starts at shear
rates of 5 s-1. This implies that τ0 ≈ 0.05 s for PEO on
the Laponite surface under experimental conditions.
SANS data on contrast matched samples on the other
hand show no evidence of the polymer chains stretching
until shear rates of ca. 30 s-1. This is due to the
flexibility of the PEO chains, giving them many internal
modes of relaxation, which can partially compensate for
being tethered to clay particles. Nonetheless, the chains
do align at shear rates well below those for chains who
are not tethered (reference sample). Future work will
compare relaxation times obtained from rheology and
flow birefringence with SANS and dynamic light scat-
tering and will correlate the corresponding relaxation
times with the normal modes in the polymer-clay
system.

Finally, a 3% aqueous Laponite reference solution was
measured and showed no evidence of SANS anisotropy
(Figure 6). With increasing shear rate a slight change
in slope is observed which is due to the breaking up of
aggregates and some orientation of the clay. This weak
orientation can be detected by flow birefringence26 and
light scattering39 and was attributed to alignment of
micron-sized domains rather than individual clay par-
ticles. No distinct SANS maximum is detected, as one
would observe for higher clay concentrations.35 Although
flow birefringence experiments on Laponite solutions
show some flow birefringence under shear, the corre-

sponding degree of orientation is too low as to be
detected by anisotropy in SANS. Our results on refer-
ence Laponite samples are in agreement with previous
SANS studies by Ramsay and Lindner.24 They observed
strong anisotropic SANS scattering for montmorillonite
but not for Laponite solutions under shear. Their
measurements have shown that the range of orienta-
tional correlation in pure clay dispersions is dependent
on the clay concentration, particle size, and shape. Thus,
it is apparent that orientational correlation is more
extensive for the larger and more anisotropic montmo-
rillonite clay particles than for Laponite particles. The
preferential alignment was found to persist at distances
.103 Å.24

We conclude that the anisotropic SANS pattern
observed in the polymer-clay solution is due to the
coupling between clay platelets and polymer, allowing
a higher orientation than either single component in
solution can produce.

Summary

The influence of shear on viscoelastic polymer-clay
solutions was investigated by means of small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS) under shear. Polymer chains
are in dynamic adsorption/desorption equilibrium with
the clay particles to form a network. Under shear we
observe an unusual alignment of clay platelets along
the flow direction with the surface normal in the
vorticity direction. SANS on samples in D2O measured
the shear-induced orientation of polymer and platelets.
SANS on contrast matched samples detected the ori-
entation of the polymer alone. With increasing shear
rate clay particles orient first (SANS on samples in
D2O), and then polymer chains start to stretch (SANS
on contrast matched samples). The recovery from the
SANS anisotropy is much faster than expected from
simple Brownian motion of only the clay particles in a
medium of the same viscosity as the polymer-clay
solution exhibited macroscopically and is indicative of
the dynamic coupling of the polymer chains to the clay.
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